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Pylones, object creator
Pylones has always liked to ruffle a few feathers! We shake things up by taking items
and reinventing, dressing and colouring them, to give everyday life a bit more sparkle.

Over 30 years of creating objects.
Pylones is a collection of playful, inventive
objects showcased through a global
network of over 120 stores that espouse
the brand’s unique concept.

Pylones’ traditional blown glass workshop,
the company’s flagship operation based
in the Paris region, still makes the iconic
Le Souffle de Pylones collection :
couture-inspired glass jewellery first produced
over 30 years ago.

It’s proved a great success : what started out as
an artistic fling has morphed into a creative
and entrepreneurial human triumph. Firmly in control
at all times, the founders have seen reality exceed
their original vision, and have embraced the significant
and carefully-managed expansion of both the brand
and the group throughout the world.
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Pylones’collections are constantly
enriched with stunning new items
crafted with love, the fruits of
collaborations involving more
than 15 French designers.

The Pylones group is heavily involved
in manufacturing in both France
and China via its company-owned
workshops and factories, all of which
it oversees to ensure that products
and practices comply rigorously with
standards and are people-friendly.

Pylones espouses corporate
responsibility, an essential value
shared by Pylones’ 700 employees
who spend each and every day
innovating, manufacturing and
keeping customers happy!
www.pylones.com
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Pylones, design in France since 1985 !

Ever since it was founded, Pylones has forged strong and fulfilling connections with designers
who have a distinct penchant for the unusual.

Créa-Créa

5&Citron

San Froid

Laurent Lucas
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Mouveau Design

The company spearheads the creation of offbeat items that shimmer and sparkle, adorned with
colours and patterns that have now become brand icons.
Each designer constitutes a link in Pylones’ creative chain.

Pied à coulisse

Bruno Contensou

Pylones Studio

JFG

Ionel Panaït

G.Chaussepied & V.Périer
www.pylones.com
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The Pylones
collection

An exuberant collection of random creatures, and characters that
are dreamy, mischievous or both, Pylones brings a touch of magic
to the humdrum of everyday life, and lifts the lid on the emotive
language of objects inspired by our surroundings.
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FASHION & ACCESSORIES
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LE SOUFFLE
1 . I Cover

4 . Piu Piu

7 . Dîner en ville		 10 . LHO 2

13 . La Dôme

16 . Lady Pop

2 . Get The Power

5 . Owl

8 . Raincat 2

14 . Le Cachou

17 . Bikini

15 . Les Losanges

18 . Lady Rétro

Cover for Iphone
Power bank

Paper clips magnet
Glasses holder

3 . MeStick		
6 . Stella
Selfie stick
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Pen

Bag holder
Umbrella

Fan

11 . Clip wide
Clutch bag

9 . Tro.Voyage		 12 . Funny time
Trolley

Bracelet watch

Glass ring

Glass pendant
Glass earrings

Hairbrush
Tweezers

Hairbrush mirror

You can find the whole range

on our website: : www.pylones.com
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ON THE TABLE & AT THE KITCHEN
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HOUSE & DE

CORATION
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KID
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19 . Larabesque

22 . Pousse Pousse

25 . Tweet Express

28 . Keep Cool

31 . Miss Pasta

20 . Chica Chica

23 . I Touch

26 .Clean

29 . Happy End

32 . SoHot

27 . Sugar Pot

30 . Tirebouchat

33 . Mélusine

Dancing doll

Rattle maracas

21 . Plouf Plouf

Bath thermometer

Push button ashtray
LED Lamp
with USB port

24 . Caterpillar
Coat hooks

Birds cups stack
Sponge holder
Sugar pot

Vacuum bottle
Dessert plate

Corkscrew

Pasta spoon
Table mat
Whisk

www.pylones.com
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Nestling in the heart of the Pylones factory
near Paris, the blown glass workshop dreams
up and produces an extensive jewellery
collection of rings, necklaces and earrings,
mouth-blown using the unrivalled
expertise of its 15 artisans.

Pebble
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Square

A famous and iconic collection that would make a rainbow green with envy!
Featuring “couture” colours, and liquid or sparkly contents. Whether behemoths
or miniatures, these pieces call to mind the halcyon days of glorious Parisian fashion!

Cloud

Heart

Dôme

Losange

Cachou

www.pylones.com
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The people
behind
Pylones !
1985 saw Jacques and Léna Guillemet begin the creative project that would become
Pylones, somewhere between the flea market and the ENSCI industrial design school in Paris.
And what about the objects themselves? Animal jewellery made from latex, a crazy yet flexible
and versatile material. And the people? Jacques and Léna Guillemet and three intrepid young
designers, « Les Braguettes Magiques ».
Their makeshift tinkering process quickly blossomed into a wonderful production workshop
to satisfy demand and an ever-increasing raft of customers. Moulds burgeoned, colours fused,
and design knew no limits, with a profusion of braces, ties, lamps, mirrors and much more.
Out of this poetic bric-a-brac emerged the first Parisian store on Ile Saint-Louis in 1987.
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With this vein of freeform, intrepid French design proving popular, Pylones soon expanded
across France before exporting its wares worldwide. Stores sprang up all over Europe
and across the globe, with an appealing network stretching from Tokyo to Bakou,
from Cape Town to Hong Kong, and from Bogota to Singapore. Driven by its founders,
Pylones has inherited all the practices of folk handicrafts, its techniques and its secular
adornments, and cavorts with 21st century materials to create offbeat, contemporary objects
that combine both tradition and technology.
Why settle for drab when you can have fun? Pylones has now been creating objects and
blowing glass for more than 30 years: a real success story home-grown in France!

www.pylones.com
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The concept store: there’s nothing else like it!
What is a Pylones store like? Another world.
Flying in the face of convention, Pylones stores embody the brand’s unique aesthetic :
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a neutral showcase that unleashes Pylones’orange insignia and its meticulously handcrafted
display windows, custom-designed by a highly dedicated team.
Inside the stores a veritable riot of colour awaits! Shelves, painted metal barrels and walls parade
an emphatic range of shades, creating a richly coloured berth for each item.

www.pylones.com
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Did you know ?
Stores :
30 stores in France.

New openings scheduled for Anglet « BAB 2 » (64), Marne la Vallée « Val d’Europe » (77),
Paris « La Vill’Up » (75) and Toulouse « Blagnac » (31).

There are some 70 Pylones stores in 12 countries

(France, Germany, UK, Italy, the Netherlands, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Austria, Belgium, Spain, Switzerland and Japan).

Partners in 11 countries

(Lithuania, Brazil, Colombia, South Africa, Azerbaijan, Dubai, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Hong Kong, Singapore, the Philippines).

700 employees worldwide !
NETHERLANDS GERMANY
LITHUANIA
ENGLAND

CZECH REPUBLIC

BELGIUM

SWITZERLAND
HUNGARY

FRANCE

JAPAN

AUSTRIA
SPAIN

ITALY
TURKEY

AZERBAIJAN

HONG KONG
PHILIPPINES

SAUDI ARABIA

BRAZIL

Pylones stores and stands owned
and managed by Pylones Group.
SOUTH AFRICA

Pylones stores and stands operated
by contracted partners.
Independent multi-brand store clients,
not under contract. No Pylones sign.
Pylones stores.
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DUBAI
SINGAPORE

COLOMBIA

Objects
In 2011, the Louvre acquired
the Cranach painting
« Les Trois Grâces », with
considerable assistance from
– you guessed it - Pylones!
Inspired by this painting, the designer SanFroid
created the « Misses », a trio of dainty, highly
unusual spoons.
Lady Pop:
THE hairbrush
chosen by over
2 million heads.

200,000 items of glass jewellery are blown,
designed and moulded every year in the Pylones
workshop in Greater Paris.

Fish Pen, the famous marine-themed
writing implement : laid end to end,
all the Fish Pens sold would stretch for
81km, the distance separating Florence,
Italy from …the sea!
Originally fishing sinkers, these cases have
been fitted with a reservoir to transform
them into the perfect writing implement.

Piu Piu, the tiny magnetic bird that
pecks at paperclips on your desk,
now accounts for a colony to rival
that of the European bee-eater,
a species that strangely resembles
it in appearance. There are close
to a million of these specimens
worldwide!

1 new house creation every week !
www.pylones.com
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MEDIA CONTACT
presse@pylones.com
marc.ostermann@pressandplay.fr
01 42 63 49 67

www.pylones.com

